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Brazil cruise into quarter-finals

SAMARA: Brazil cruised into the quarter-finals of the
World Cup yesterday as goals from Neymar and substi-
tute Roberto Firmino gave them a 2-0 victory over Mexico
to stay on course for a sixth title. Neymar was criticised
for his early performances in Russia as he eased his way
back to fitness after a broken foot bone, but he carved
open a tough Mexican defence without quite reaching his
dazzling best.

After a goalless first half on a hot afternoon in Samara,
the world’s most expensive player tapped in from the
impressive Willian’s cross for his second goal of the tour-
nament on 51 minutes. As Brazil pressed their advantage,
Neymar set up Firmino for another close-range finish that
sealed the victory.

In between, he writhed in agony on the turf after a
Mexican opponent appeared to stand on his ankle, but the
referee ruled there had been no foul and Neymar was soon

on his feet.
Mexico threatened at times but their World Cup chal-

lenge was ended at the first knockout stage for the seventh
consecutive tournament. Neymar said Mexico had made
Brazil work hard: “We have to learn to suffer and we did
suffer, it was a tough match. We knew they were a high-
quality opponent.”

Russian fans celebrated long into the night after they
stunned 2010 winers Spain on penalties in an electric
atmosphere at Moscow’s Luzhniki Stadium on Sunday.
Veteran goalkeeper Igor Akinfeev was the hero for the
hosts, saving two spot-kicks.

The win sparked an outpouring of joy on the streets of
the capital, with disbelieving locals cheering, waving flags,
blowing horns and yelling “Russ-i-a!” Russia, ranked a
lowly 70th in the world, will play Croatia in the last eight
after similar drama in Nizhny Novgorod, where Luka

Modric saw his spot-kick saved late in extra time before
they held their nerve to defeat Denmark in the penalty
shootout.

Spain had been considered among the favourites but
their preparations were wrecked when coach Julen
Lopetegui was sensationally sacked on the eve of the tour-
nament. “The KO in the last 16 is another dark chapter in
our history,” said Spanish sports daily Marca, adding that
it was “incredible naivety” to think Lopetegui’s abrupt
sacking would not affect the team.

Spain join 2014 winners Germany, Argentina and
European champions Portugal in exiting the competition,
leaving just four former World Cup winners in the tourna-
ment. Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel Messi, who have domi-
nated the game for the past decade, have gone home, their
hopes of ever winning the World Cup probably over.

Roberto Martinez’s dangerous Belgian side have lived

up to their billing so far, winning all three group games. A
host of key players including Hazard, Lukaku and Kevin De
Bruyne will be fresh after being rested in the 1-0 victory
against England.

However, Adnan Januzaj, who scored the winner in that
match, suffered a knock to his knee in training. This is
probably the best chance for Belgium’s so-called golden
generation to win a major trophy after they were eliminat-
ed in the last eight at the 2014 World Cup and Euro 2016.

“This is our time to shine, definitely. We have top play-
ers and we play as a group, especially after the win over
England,” Chelsea star Hazard said. “It’s in our hands. We
need to give everything and see what happens.” Japan
reached this stage in controversial manner, by virtue of
collecting fewer yellow cards in the group phase than
Senegal. They have never won a knockout-round game at
the competition. — AFP

Stylish Neymar and Firmino on target 

SAMARA: Brazil’s defender Fagner (L) and Mexico’s forward Hirving Lozano vie for the ball during the Russia 2018 World Cup round of 16 football match between Brazil and Mexico at the Samara Arena in
Samara yesterday. — AFP

ROSTOV-ON-DON: Belgium’s midfielder Marouane Fellaini (top) scores during
the Russia 2018 World Cup round of 16 football match between Belgium and
Japan at the Rostov Arena in Rostov-On-Don yesterday. — AFP

ROSTOV-ON-DON: Belgium threw caution to
the wind to reach the World Cup quarter-finals
as substitute Nacer Chadli scored in the dying
seconds against Japan to snatch a 3-2 comeback
win yesterday and set up a clash with five-time
champions Brazil.

The distraught Japanese, who went 2-0 up
with goals by Genki Haraguchi and Takashi Inui
early in the second half, fell to the turf after
Chadli poked the ball home from Thomas
Meunier’s cross four minutes into added time at
the Rostov Arena.

Belgium, who had taken a conservative
approach to the game, got back into contention
with late goals by Jan Vertonghen and substitute
Marouane Fellaini before Chadli struck.

“That’s what happens in the World Cup. It
was a test of character and a test of the team. It

tells you everything about this group of players,”
said Belgium coach Roberto Martinez.

One of the most exciting teams of the group
phase, Belgium faced an embarrassing exit but
finally clicked to become the first team to win a
World Cup knockout game from two goals down
since West Germany beat England 3-2 after
extra time in 1970.

Belgium’s ‘golden generation’ have now
scored 12 goals in four games in Russia ahead of
a mouthwatering last eight clash with Brazil who
beat Mexico 2-0 earlier yesterday. With centre
back Vincent Kompany back in the lineup for the
first time since picking a groin strain in a warm-
up game, Belgium had looked safe at the back
but uninspired up front.

Both teams fought a tight midfield battle but
their forwards froze in the area and Belgium’s
wide players, Meunier and Yannick Carrasco,
did not take risks going forward, effectively
turning a 3-4-3 formation into a more conserva-
tive 5-2-3 system.

Japan got closest to a goal in a dull first half
when Belgium keeper Thibaut Courtois let the
ball slip from his hands and between his legs but
recovered before it crossed the line. The

Japanese were ahead soon after the break,
though, when Haraguchi beat the offside trap
and ran into the area to beat Courtois with a
cross-shot in the 48th minute.

Belgium responded but Hazard’s shot rattled
the post and Japan doubled their tally in the
52nd when Inui picked up the ball 25 metres out
and fired a missile into the back of the net. The
Red Devils were still struggling but they pulled a
goal back after 69 minutes when Vertonghen
looped a header from a high clearance back
across goal into the far top corner.

The momentum had shifted and in the 74th,
Eden Hazard’s cross was met by Fellaini, who
equalised from close range with a powerful
header. Belgium continued to push forward and
both Chadli and Lukaku forced Japan keeper
Eiji Kawashima into a couple of spectacular
saves with powerful headers four minutes from
full time.

In stoppage time, Keisuke Honda’s 30-metre
free-kick was parried away by Courtois. The
keeper then launched the ball to Kevin De
Bruyne, who made a beeline through the field
before finding Meunier, whose cross was met by
Chadli for the winner. — Reuters
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